
 

Divining with the Year Ahead Tarot Method for Yourself 
 

E L E M E N T A L   K E Y 
 

 

Earth  Air  Water  Fire 

 

Your elemental key for the year ahead is WATER.  
 
The metaphysical energy of this element will enable you to achieve your goals more 
proficiently and with less obstacles this coming year, so fortify your personal 
energetic field and your personal environment with this element. 

 

Gemstones Corresponding Metaphysically with Water 

Blue Lace Agate 
Chrysoprase 

Fluorite 
Kunzite 

Moonstone 
Opal 
Pearl 

Pink Botswana Agate 

Rose Quartz 
Sapphire 
Selenite 

 

Consider selecting a stone from the list above and keeping it with you at all times, in 
a pocket, in your handbag, or even investing in a larger piece to place near you by 
your night stand, while you sleep. A simple tumbled pocket stone empowered 
during a waxing crescent or first quarter moon under a zodiac sign corresponding 
with Water (Cancer, Scorpio, Pisces), where you call upon your expression of 
Divinity to infuse that stone with blessings, would be perfect. 
 
The Chinese, among many other cultures, believe strongly in color symbolism, color 
therapy, and the notion that colors emit certain vibrational frequencies that can 
affect energy. Thus, wearing certain colors throughout the year and consideration of 
such colors in your routine wardrobe can help as energy supplement. For you, 
activating colors include medium to dark blues, pinks, indigos, and purples. 
Accessorize with accents of this color to activate your personal attunement to Water 
through color wavelengths around you, anywhere and everywhere you go. 

  



 

Aromatherapy through essential oils or incense corresponding with your elemental 
key will saturate the space you occupy with the metaphysical energies and powers 
of your elemental key. Cooking more routinely with these herbs will also fortify your 
personhood with this power element. 
 

Herbs, Incense, or Flora Corresponding Metaphysically with Water 

Chamomile 

Camphor 

Thyme 

Jasmine 

Rose 

Grapefruit 

Lavender 

Tansy 

Peach 

 

Animal Totems to Summon for Support 

Beaver 

Crayfish 

Dolphin 

Dragon 

Duck 

Frog 

Hermit Crab 

Penguin 

Heron 

Sea Otter 

Seahorse 

Swan 

Tortoise 

Whale 

 

I like to work with the energies of spirit animals. Animals can teach us so much 
about the skills and powers we need to achieve success. Consider the animal totems 
that correspond with your elemental key and how you can work with these spirit 
animals to take in the shamanic medicines they have to offer. 
 
If ritual work with the moon appeals to you, then fill a consecrated ritual bowl with 
holy water when the moon sign is in Cancer, Scorpio, or Pisces, and the phase is a 
first quarter moon, visualize this first quarter moon in the sky, saturated with the 
color blue, and visualize yourself directly beneath that blue moon. Then a beam 
forms from that colored moon, descends down toward your crown, and you become 
activated with blue. Visualize yourself with a full-body blue aura. If your eyes were 
closed for the visualization, now open your eyes and gaze into the bowl of water. 
Gaze into the water for as long as you can, concentrating on your elemental key. 
Then when you intuit that this procedure is near its end, place a handkerchief or 
ritual cloth over the bowl to cover the water. This simple exercise is a form of inner 
alchemy for harnessing energies from your elemental key. Perform it as many times 
as needed to give yourself an instant surge of the power element you need to 
optimize your everyday performance. It’s an energetic means of bolstering you with 
the element corresponding with social popularity, charisma, compassion, spiritual 
development, spiritual awakenings, improving your interpersonal relationships, 
inviting greater opportunities for love or romance into your life, better home or 
domestic relations, advancing psychic development, or balancing out your 
emotional realm.  
 

 
 

 


